HERE’S TO THE NEXT 50 YEARS
TOP 5 EXTERIOR FEATURES

1. **MEGA Bright Pass-Thru Storage** - Unmatched Storage with 52 cu. ft of storage, mega sized access doors, LED lights on both sides and finished on the inside for protection.

2. **Easy Button Set Up** - Camping Made Easy with power stabilizer jacks, adjustable power awning, and power lighted tongue jack (optional).

3. **Secure Access System** - Secure fold out main entry step with adjustable legs, extra large top step and oversized fold out grab handle.

4. **Performastructure Aluminum Front Wall** - Superior Aero Performance for better wind and water deflection plus an aluminum front which is 60% thicker than most competitors.

5. **Tailgate Package** - LP Quick disconnect for your grill and TV hookup with exterior speakers.

TOP 5 INTERIOR FEATURES

1. **H Blast AC** - Unmatched Cooling Performance up to 50% more A/C ducts for better and more efficient air circulation.

2. **Prowler Super Den** - Full size residential queen bed, full length dual wardrobes, integrated lighting, USB charging and CPAP storage.

3. **EZ Clean Interior** – No carpet, full linoleum on main floor and woven flooring in slideouts.

4. **Panoramic Windows** - Oversized Windows that Open for maximum ventilation and view.

5. **At Home Kitchen** - Extra large residential refrigerator with 10 cu. ft. of storage, Duralast countertops, and stainless steel double bowl undermount sink.
Get ready for outdoor cooking and entertaining. Each Prowler contains our tailgate package which comes equipped with LP quick disconnect for your grill and TV hookup with exterior speakers. Models with our Camp Kitchens come equipped with a griddle. Newer designed kitchen comes standard with extra large residential refrigerator, Duralast countertops and stainless steel double bowl undermount sink.

Under the bed storage, full length wardrobes, and charging stations on both sides of the bed.

The new Prowler performastructure aluminum front wall has superior aero performance for better wind and water deflection with an additional aluminum front cap which is 60% thicker than most competitors.